Cleaning Liquid

Spray Type

■Plastic mold stain
■Gas burn ■Oil stain

No cleaning machine required!
Corrosion by gas can be removed!
No damage to aluminum/copper molds! No discoloration!
What is needed is to spray the liquid and wipe it out!
What is needed is to spray the liquid and wipe it out.
Corrosion by gas can be removed easily simply by spraying the
liquid and wiping it out. Since the liquid is a neutral cleaning
liquid of pH 7 to 8, it can be applied to any type of mold
without damaging the base materials, including aluminum and
copper molds! No water washing is required after cleaning.

No need to disassemble the mold!
Because a cleaning machine is not required, such large molds
that cannot be put in the machine and molds that are diﬃcult
to reinstall can be leaned easily while the molds are set in
place.

No need to
disassemble
the mold

RoHS Compliance! Non-hazardous substance!
You do not have to be conscious of the environmental
concerns because the product conforms to RoHS directives
and the Green Procurement Standards. It is categorized as a
non-hazardous substance under the Fire Defense Law and
anyone can handle the liquid.

Green Procurement Standards

Low price and economical! Reﬁllable type!
Being diﬀerent from general aerosol cans, what is needed is
just to reﬁll the liquid in the spray bottle. The result is that you
are not troubled by disposal of a used empty can. The
product is available in an 18-liter polyethylene tank.

吹付けタイプ金型洗浄液 ウェーブリキッド

Reﬁlling is OK

AC-18

Dilution

Style of Packing

Content

To be used in the state of stock solution

Polyethylene tank

18-liter

※Be sure to entrust the disposal of waste liquid to an industrial waste contractor who is authorized in the local area concerned. In the case where the user is involved in liquid waste disposal,
the waste liquid must be diluted and drained through ﬂocculation precipitation treatment and activated sludge treatment methods according to the regulations of the local government.
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